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Heavy-ions -- theory aspects

• Goal: to characterize QCD near the 
deconfinement transition.  

• Key observables:
-equation of state p(T)
-viscosity eta(T)
-jet broadening coefficient
-heavy quark broadening coeff. !(T)
-(quasi-particle masses,...?)

q̂(T )

In this talk I want to stress the importance of some 
of these properties, and their (sometimes remote) 
relation to measured quantities
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A key observable: eta/s 
• The shear viscosity to entropy ratio measures 

an (inverse) interaction strength.
In kinetic theory: 

• Ex.: eta for water is smaller than for honey

• It’s long been argued that eta/s couldn’t be 
arbitrary small.  We now know, for strongly 
coupled systems with ‘holographic’ gravity duals:
 

η ∝ P × 1
nσ

,
η

s
≈ �

4π
(2÷ 3)λmftT

η

s
=

�
4π

(KSS)
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What do we know 
about eta/s in QGP?

• pQCD computation: 4" eta/s # 7 ± 4

• AdS/CFT:  4" eta/s =1+15$(3)/%3/2 + ... 

• Experimentally (RHIC, LHC):  4" eta/s = 1÷2.5

(AMY; error estimate = factor of 2 from NLO 

computation of other transport coefficients) 

(Heinz 1108.5323; error mostly systematics)

(Myers, Paulos & Sinha)
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What do we know 
about eta/s in QGP?

• pQCD computation: 4" eta/s # 7 ± 4

• AdS/CFT:  4" eta/s =1+15$(3)/%3/2 + ... 

• Experimentally (RHIC, LHC):  4" eta/s = 1÷2.5

(AMY; error estimate from NLO computation 

of other transport coefficients) 

(Heinz 1108.5323; error mostly systematics)

(Myers, Paulos & Sinha)

Most ‘perfect’ fluid in Nature.
Q: Is this accuracy satisfactory?
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3

ABC ν
ABC

J
ABC

(p, k)

SFF 12 p2k(p−k)/p3k3(p−k)3

FSF 12 pk2(p−k)/p3k3(p−k)3

FFS 12 pk(p−k)2/p3k3(p−k)3

GSS 3 2k2(p−k)2/p3k3(p−k)3

SGS 3 2p2(p−k)2/p3k3(p−k)3

SSG 3 2p2k2/p3k3(p−k)3

GFF 4 k(p−k)(k2 + (p−k)2)/p3k3(p−k)3

FGF 4 p(p−k)(p2 + (p−k)2)/p3k3(p−k)3

FFG 4 pk(p2 + k2)/p3k3(p−k)3

GGG 1 (p4+k4+(p−k)4)/p3k3(p−k)3

TABLE II: Splitting kernels for allowed 3-body processes in
N=4 SYM theory.

FIG. 1: Shear viscosity to entropy density ratio η/s in N=4
supersymmetric Yang-Mills theory (SYM). The dotted curve
is the weak coupling calculation pushed beyond its likely range
of validity.

where as before, λ ≡ Ncg2 is the ’t Hooft coupling. At
leading order, η/s is a complicated function of λ which
must be determined numerically. We resolve the O(

√
λ)

ambiguities in its determination using the procedure of
Ref. [6]. Our (Nc independent!) result is plotted in Fig.
1, which also shows the strong-coupling asymptotic. The
dotted part of the weak-coupling curve is where we be-
lieve that corrections to the weak-coupling calculation
may exceed the factor-of-2 level, so the curve guides the
eye rather than being a firm calculation. (In the one
theory where we have an all-orders calculation of η/s,
namely large Nf QCD [18], the leading-order and exact
results deviate by about a factor of 2 when the Debye
screening mass mD reaches the same value as where we
switch to a dotted line in Fig. 1.) Similarly, the large-
coupling asymptotic cannot be trusted where it is not
close to the large λ value of 1/4π. The curves suggest that
strong coupling behavior sets in around λ >∼ 10. Note
for comparison that the weak-coupling expansion for the
pressure of SYM theory [19] suggests that it approaches
the strongly-coupled value at a much smaller value of the
’t Hooft coupling, λ ∼ 2.

FIG. 2: η/s for SYM theory and for QCD, scaled by the
dominant λ dependence and plotted as a function of λ. The
value in SYM is dramatically smaller than in QCD.

Our result for weakly coupled SYM theory appears
rather dramatically smaller than the result for QCD,
both with and without fermions, at the same coupling,
as shown very clearly in Fig. 2. Naively, this suggests
that the viscosity of QCD at strong coupling should be
of order 7 times larger than that of SYM theory, far from
the viscosity bound and closer to the values for other flu-
ids near critical points. However, we should explore this
conclusion a little more carefully, to try to understand
how this large difference arose.

The main physics determining the shear viscosity at
weak coupling is Coulomb scattering. Neglecting all
scattering processes but Coulomb scattering changes the
leading-log coefficient A of Eq. (7) by less than 3% (0.2%)
for Nf = 3 QCD (SYM theory). Working beyond loga-
rithmic order, neglecting all processes but Coulomb scat-
tering shifts our viscosity result by O(25%). Therefore,
to good approximation the physics we must compare be-
tween theories is the physics of Coulomb scattering.

Two coupling strengths are relevant in Coulomb scat-
tering; the coupling of a quasiparticle to gauge bosons,
and the coupling of that gauge boson to all other de-
grees of freedom in the plasma. The first coupling
(summed over available gauge bosons) goes as CRg2 with
CR the relevant group Casimir. In the case of SYM the-
ory, CR=CA=Nc; for QCD it is Nc=3 for gluons and
(N2

c −1)/2Nc = 4
3 for quarks. The second factor depends

on the number, representation, and statistics of the other
degrees of freedom in the plasma, in exactly the combi-
nation which enters in the Debye screening mass squared.
Therefore it is natural to expect s/η ∼ CRg2(m2

D/T 2).
The quarks in SYM theory are adjoint rather than fun-

damental, leading to about a factor of 2 in the Casimir
and 1

2 in η/s. But much more importantly, the degree-of-
freedom count which enters in m2

D is substantially larger
in SYM than in QCD. For instance, for Nc = 3, SYM
theory has 4 × 2 × 8 = 64 fermionic degrees of freedom
(four Weyl fermion species, consisting of a particle and
antiparticle in 8 colors) and (6+2)× 8 = 64 bosonic de-
grees of freedom (6 scalars and 2 gauge boson polariza-
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%c="2

Weak-strong transition @ %~5÷10 (BES,...)-->

How might one set the scale for eta/s, using N=4 SYM?

4π
η

s
∼ 1.5÷ 3

(w/correction!)
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• Lesson:

4" eta/s > 3÷4 : system made of quasiparticles

4" eta/s = 1÷1.5 : system cannot admit a self-
                 consistent quasiparticle description.
                 Possibly, can have a good gravity dual
                 description.
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Measurement of eta/s

January 28, 2009 19:39 Trim Size: 9in x 6in for Review Volume hydro-review

14

physics with better resolution and higher initial energy densities [100], but this requires careful event
selection [96].
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Fig. 2. Left: Density of binary collisions in the transverse plane for a Au+Au collision with impact parameter b = 7 fm.
Shown are contours of constant density together with the projection of the initial nuclei (dashed lines). Right: Spatial
eccentricity ε as a function of the impact parameter [57], calculated with Eq. (43) using the initial energy density as
weight function, for four different models as described in the text.

The left panel of Fig. 2 shows the distribution of binary collisions in the transverse plane for
Au+Au collisions at impact parameter b = 7 fm. Shown are lines of constant density at 5, 15,
25, . . . % of the maximum value. The dashed lines indicate the Woods-Saxon circumferences of the
two colliding nuclei, displaced by ±b/2 from the origin. The clearly visible geometric deformation of
the overlap region can be quantified by the spatial eccentricity

εx(b) =

〈

y2 − x2
〉

〈y2 + x2〉
, (43)

where the average is to be taken with the energy density as weight function [35]. The initial energy
density is obtained from the initial entropy density through the equation of state (EOS, see Sec. 4).
The right panel of Fig. 2 shows the initial spatial eccentricity for three models where the initial
entropy density is taken proportional to the density of wounded nucleons (npart, green dotted line),
of binary nucleon-nucleon collisions (nbinary, black dash-dotted line), and of a superposition of these
two with 85% weight for the “soft” component (BGK, blue dashed line). These are compared with
a fourth model (solid red line) that uses directly the initial energy density (39) of gluons from the
KNL model. One sees that, at any given impact parameter, the KLN model (“CGC”) predicts almost
50% larger spatial eccentricities than the standard Glauber initialization (“BGK”) [57]. A recently
improved version of the model called fKLN [79, 81] produces somewhat smaller eccentricities but
even those exceed the Glauber model values by 25–30%.

3.2. Decoupling and freeze-out

3.2.1. Two-stage decoupling

As explained in Sec. 3, the hydrodynamic description begins to break down again once the transverse
expansion becomes so rapid and the matter density so dilute that local thermal equilibrium can no

(fig. from U. Heinz,
0901.4355)

• Rescattering converts spacetime anisotropy to
momentum space anisotropy

• Viscosity slows down the process.  Not a null 
measurement

• “5% change in initial gradients <->1/4" change in eta/s”
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Uncertainties in initial 
conditions (‘CGC vs Glauber’)

• Q: Is the gluon PDF for a stack of 7 nucleons, equal 
to 7 times the gluon PDF for one nucleon?
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Uncertainties in initial 
conditions (‘CGC vs Glauber’)

• Q: Is the gluon PDF for a stack of 7 nucleons, equal 
to 7 times the gluon PDF for one nucleon?

• A: Not necessarily! Not at small x.
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Uncertainties in initial 
conditions (‘CGC vs Glauber’)

• Q: Is the gluon PDF for a stack of 7 nucleons, equal 
to 7 times the gluon PDF for one nucleon?

• A: Not necessarily! Not at small x.

• Large gluon PDF at small x can lead to nonlinear 
effects, enhanced by A1/3
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• Gluons produced per unit area per unit y:

• Related to ‘saturation scale:’
Roughly:

• Interesting possibility that PDFs may be 
computable in this regime (CGC).  Will be 
tested in p+Pb collisions!

dNch

dy

Area
=

1600
(207)2/3Aproton

∼ 50/Aproton

5

leaving us with

Aσ0

πR2
A

= exp

[(

γs +
1

2κλY
∆

)

∆

]

, (17)

where we have denoted

Q′
sA

Q′
sp

≡ e∆/2. (18)

Since the l.h.s of Eq. (17) is independent of energy, it is
obvious that ∆ must grow with the energy (i.e. with Y ).
Differentiating with respect to Y gives

∆′(Y ) =
∆2

2κλY 2(γs +
∆

κλY )
. (19)

Assuming ∆ ≈ lnA1/3 ≈ 1.8 and Y = ln(1000) ≈ 7
we get ∆′ ≈ 0.03. In terms of the saturation scales
this means that Q′2

sA ∼ Q′
spx

−0.03, which explains most
of the effect seen in Fig. 2. The interpretation of this
result is in fact the same as in the IPsat case. In the
bCGC parametrization there is a logarithmic term in
the exponent that violates geometric scaling. At smaller
Y , i.e. larger x, the effective anomalous dimension
γeff = γs + ln(2/(rQ′

s))/(κλY ) is larger, i.e. closer to
1; thus the Q2-dependence of the integrated gluon dis-
tribution is close to a logarithm. At large Y or small x
one recovers the anomalous dimension γs, which leads to
a much faster increase of the integrated gluon distribu-
tion with Q2. This is precisely the scenario that lead to
a faster growth of QsA in the case of the IPsat model.
Another way to see this is to rewrite Eq. (17) as

(

Q′
sA

Q′
sp

)2

≈
(

Aσ0

πR2
A

)
1

γeff

∼
(

A1/3
)

1
γeff . (20)

At smaller x 1/γeff is larger, thus the nuclear enhance-
ment of Qs is larger.
Again, using the procedure described in Sec. V results

in the estimates for the charged multiplicity shown in
Fig. 4. While the agreement with experiental data is not
as good as with the IPsat parametrization, the general
trend of a faster increase in AA than in pp is still seen.

V. RELATION BETWEEN Qs AND Nch

In any CGC calculation of gluon production in a col-
lision of two hadronic objects the initial gluon multiplic-
ity depends on the saturation scale parametrically in the
same way. The theory of the CGC is based on weak cou-
pling calculations, and for the consistency of the frame-
work one assumes that αs(Q2

s ) $ 1. This means that Qs

is a semihard scale and we can assume that parametri-
cally Qs % ΛQCD. In the CGC, the saturation scale also
defines the correlation length of the system in the trans-
verse plane, ∼ 1/Qs. In the limit when a weak coupling
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FIG. 4: Energy dependence of the charged multiplicity esti-
mated using the bCGC saturation scale, extended to nuclei
as described in Sec. IV

CGC calculation is justified in the first place, the corre-
lation length is smaller than the size of the interaction
region, 1/Q2

s $ σ. Thus particle production happens
locally in independent domains of size ∼ 1/Q2

s in the
transverse plane. This picture leads to a gluon multiplic-
ity that can be written as a local observable, where for
dimensional reasons the number of gluons per unit area
is proportional to the local Q2

s :

dNinit.g

d2xT dy
= c

CFQ2
s

2π2αs
. (21)

Here, following [25, 26], we have introduced the “gluon
liberation coefficient” c; a nonperturbative dimensionless
constant that is parametrically of order 1, but depends on
the detailed spectrum of the produced gluons. Its value
in the MVmodel [27] has been determined using Classical
Yang-Mills simulations [28, 29] to be c ≈ 1.1 (see [30] for
a discussion of the CYM results parametrized in terms of
c given here). As discussed e.g. in Ref. [31] the value of c
remains very close to this value across a range of different
models for the color charge distribution (or, equivalently,
for the dipole cross section). There is also an analytical
calculation [26] of the liberation coefficient with the result
c ≈ 2 ln 2 ≈ 1.4.
Phenomenological studies are often done using various

kT -factorized approximations to compute the gluon spec-
trum. Although one can derive a kT -factorized formula
for the dilute-dilute “pp” and dilute-dense “pA” cases,
kT -factorization yields the wrong gluon spectrum for the
case of dense-dense or “AA” scattering [32]. Neverthe-
less, since the only dimensionful scale in the problem is
still Qs, also the result from kT -factorization can still be
parametrized as (21), although the value of the coeffient
c is incorrect.
In proton proton collisions, the proportionality be-

tween the initial gluon and final charged hadron mul-
tiplicities is based on the phenomenological success of

(Maclerran&Venugopalan;
 LHC context: Lappi 1104.3725)

Qs ∼ nΛQCD

√
50

?
� ΛQCD

Color Glass Condensate
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mclerran˙zakopane˙2010 printed on November 16, 2010 3

are weak. Consider gravity: The interactions between single protons is very

weak, but the force of gravity is long range, and the protons in the earth

act coherently, that is always with the same sign. This results in a large

force of gravity. This can also happen for the gluons inside a hadron, if their

interactions are coherent.

To understand how this might happen, suppose we consider gluons of a

fixed size r0 ∼ 1/pT where pT is its transverse momentum. We assume that

at high energy, the gluons have been Lorentz contracted into a thin sheet,

so we need only consider the distribution of gluons in the transverse plane.

If we start with a low density of gluons at some energy, and then evolve

to higher energy, the density of gluons increases. When the density is of

order one gluon per size of the gluon, the interaction remains weak because

of asymptotic freedom. When the density is of order 1/αS , the coherent

interactions are strong, and adding another gluon to the system is resisted

by a force of order 1. The gluons act as hard spheres. One can add no more

gluons to the system of this size. It is however possible to add in smaller

gluons, in the space between the closely packed gluons of size r0. This is

shown in Fig. 2

Fig. 2. Increasing the gluon density in a saturated hadron when going to higher

energy.

The physical picture we derive means that below a certain momentum

scale, the saturation scale Qsat, the gluon density is saturated and above

this scale it is diffuse. The saturation momentum scale grows with energy

and need not itself saturate[1]-[4].

The high phase space density of gluons, dN/dyd2pTd2rT ∼ 1/αS sug-

gests that one can describe the gluons as a classical field. A phase space

(fig. from McLerran
1011.3203)

N~50

&QCD no longer a scale in the problem

Color Glass Condensate
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Ways to reducing 
systematics

• 1. Understand initial conditions better (CGC, p
+Pb,...)

• 2. Focus on higher pT part of spectrum (rest of 
this talk; work w/ C. Gale)

• 3. Study other ‘hydrodynamics’ observables: 
higher harmonics, event-by-event fluctuations, ...
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Jet quenching (from RHIC)

Shows that opacity covers full range 0÷1

With a working theory, should be ideal for ‘tomography’
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Theory cartoon: jet

dP

dxd2k⊥
=

P a
bc(x)
k2
⊥

... 
hadrons

DGLAP vertex

x

1− x
k⊥
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... 
hadrons

k⊥

In a medium, extra ‘kicks’ induce further radiation

Theory cartoon: jet (2)

dP

dxd2k⊥
=

P a
bc(x)
k2
⊥

+Pmedium
induced
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In-medium bremsstrahlung

• Theory consists of a mysterious collection of 
acronyms (GLV, HT, ASW, AMY, BDMPS, -Z,...)

• Despite claims, all are based on the same 
physics (with various level of accuracy...)

• ‘Mother equation’ is BDMPS-Z.  Next slide I’ll 
show what its general solutions look like.
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Key idea is to plot a rate: 

Uniform brick T=250 MeV, alpha_s=0.3
Example: rate for a16 GeV quark to radiate a 3 GeV gluon
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dxd2k⊥dL

(Gale&SCH,
1006.2379)
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0 2 4 6 8
Time (fm/c)

0
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d/dL [GLV N=1]: (single scattering)
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(Arnold-Moore-Yaffe)

(Gyulassy-Levai-Vitev)

AMY: infinite thermal medium

Limits have well-understood descriptions...

LPM suppression
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0 2 4 6 8
Time (fm/c)
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0.015
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0.03

...with simple microscopic parameters:

Small time
=one hard collision
=UV charge density

Large time
=multiple collisions
=diffusion coefficient q̂
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Rad. spectra from a 16 GeV 
quark: (forget about dashed lines)
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Transverse
momentum of 

radiation
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Summary from jets...
• Medium-modification to vertex is rather well 

understood (in LO perturbation theory at 
the jet scale)

• “Factorized” dependence on two parameters

• We thought this was it..... (Implementation begun by
B. Schenke, C. Young) 
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Summary from jets...
• Medium-modification to vertex is rather well 

understood (in LO perturbation theory at 
the jet scale)

• “Factorized” dependence on two parameters

• We thought this was it.....

Until further leading-order effects were uncovered
(destruction of color coherence)! (Leonidov & Nechitailo `10,

Arnesto,Ma, Mehtar-Tani, Salgado, Tywoniuk... `10)

(parametrized by same variables)  

(Implementation begun by
B. Schenke, C. Young) 
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Brief note for theorists
• The following clean theoretical problem has 

presently unsolved status:

“Find a modification of vacuum jet shower, 
such that all:
 -collinear logarithms
 -soft logarithms
 -length-enhanced effects
are resummed.”

αs log Q2

αs log z

αsL/�mfp
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Brief note for theorists
• The following clean theoretical problem has 

presently unsolved status:

“Find a modification of vacuum jet shower, 
such that all:
 -collinear logarithms
 -soft logarithms
 -length-enhanced effects
are resummed.”

• I would argue it’s a well-defined problem, with 
a ‘unique’ and well-defined solution.

αs log Q2

αs log z

αsL/�mfp

(DGLAP `71)
(angle-ordered

parton showers, 80’s)
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Conclusions

• QCD near the deconfinement transition 
characterized by few key parameters (eta/s, ...)

• What can be said about small-x physics from p
+Pb collisions? (PDFs computable?)

• Hard probes (high-energy jets, heavy quarks, ...) 
offer i) (many open) clean theoretical problems 
ii) wealth of data
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Backup
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FIGURE 1. (Color online) Centrality dependence of eccentricity-scaled elliptic flow [7].

than a factor 2 from elliptic flow data alone, irrespective of any other model improvements.1 Taking the MC-Glauber

and MC-KLN models to represent a reasonable range of initial ellipticities, Fig. 1 gives 1<4&("/s)QGP<2.5 for

temperatures Tc<T <2Tc probed at RHIC.

All calculations in Fig. 1 and following below were done in "single-shot" mode, where the ensemble of fluctuating

Monte Carlo initial states was first averaged in the participant plane [7] to obtain a smooth average initial density profile

and then evolved just once through the hydrodynamic stage. Event-by-event evolution of each fluctuating initial state

separately and performing the ensemble average only at the end may produce somewhat less elliptic flow and thus

slightly reduce the ("/s)QGP values extracted from comparison with the data [13]. The magnitude of this reduction

depends on ("/s)QGP [10] but is not expected to exceed (0.2-0.3)/4& [13].

FIGURE 2. (Color online) Transverse momentum spectra (left panel) and differential elliptic flow v2(pT ) (right panel) for
identified pions and protons from 200AGeV Au+Au collisions at RHIC for different centralities. Experimental data are from STAR
and PHENIX, theoretical lines from VISHNU (see [14] for details and references). After appropriate adjustment of initial conditions
[14] the pT -spectra are seen to be insensitive to the QGP viscosity whereas the elliptic flow depends strongly on it. For MC-Glauber
initial conditions (upper right panels) ("/s)QGP=0.08 works well, for MC-KLN (bottom right panels) ("/s)QGP=0.16 works well
for all collision centralities. In each case, changing ("/s)QGP by 0.08 destroys the agreement between theory and data.

VISHNU with ("/s)QGP =
1

4& for MC-Glauber and 2
4& for MC-KLN provides an excellent description of all aspects

of soft (pT <1.5 GeV) hadron production (pT -spectra and differential v2(pT ) for all charged hadrons together as

well as for individual identified species) in 200AGeV Au+Au collisions at all but the most peripheral collision

centralities [14]. As an example we show in Fig. 2 pT -spectra and differential elliptic flow for identified pions and

1 It has been suggested [9, 10, 11, 12] that the ambiguity between the MC-Glauber and MC-KLN ellipticities which lies at the origin of this
uncertainty can be resolved by simultaneously analyzing elliptic and triangular flow, v2 and v3.

(Heinz 1108.5323)
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Transverse momenta; LHC
50 GeV quark->10 GeV gluon, T=500 MeV
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80GeV->40 GeV @ T=0.25
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Fig. 1. Left panel: Transverse momentum distributions of primary charged particles in Pb–Pb collisions at√
sNN = 2.76 TeV with three different centrality selections. Right panel: nuclear modification factor RAA for

charged particles in Pb–Pb collisions at
√
sNN = 2.76 TeV with three different centrality selections.
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Fig. 2. Nuclear modification factor RAA for identified hadrons in the 0-5% most central Pb–Pb collisions at√
sNN=2.76 TeV.

central bin 0− 5%, where the medium density and the average path length through the medium are the
largest. The strongest suppression is seen for pT ≈ 7 GeV/c, with a gradual rise of RAA towards larger
pT. The increase of RAA with pT is qualitatively consistent with the expectation that parton energy loss
∆E is only weakly dependent on the parton energy E, leading to a decrease of the relative energy loss
∆E/E with increasing pT.

Figure 2 shows a comparison of the nuclear modification factor for Λ and Ks
0
, measured using re-

construction of the weak-decay topology, to the result for unidentified charged particles and identified
pions for the most central events. It is interesting to see that the RAA for identified mesons shows a
similar pT-dependence to the charged particles, while the Λ show much smaller suppression at inter-
mediate pT < 6 GeV/c. The enhancement of baryon production compared to meson production at
intermediate pT, might be due to a large contribution of hadron formation by coalescence of quarks
from the hot and dense medium [3,4,5].

At higher pT, all hadrons show the same suppression, which suggests that the dominant energy
loss mechanism is at work at the partonic level. If hadronic energy loss would be important, one would
expect to see that different hadrons would have different cross sections for the relevant energy loss
mechanism and thus be affected differently.
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Fig. 2. Nuclear modification factor RAA for identified hadrons in the 0-5% most central Pb–Pb collisions at√
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central bin 0− 5%, where the medium density and the average path length through the medium are the
largest. The strongest suppression is seen for pT ≈ 7 GeV/c, with a gradual rise of RAA towards larger
pT. The increase of RAA with pT is qualitatively consistent with the expectation that parton energy loss
∆E is only weakly dependent on the parton energy E, leading to a decrease of the relative energy loss
∆E/E with increasing pT.

Figure 2 shows a comparison of the nuclear modification factor for Λ and Ks
0
, measured using re-

construction of the weak-decay topology, to the result for unidentified charged particles and identified
pions for the most central events. It is interesting to see that the RAA for identified mesons shows a
similar pT-dependence to the charged particles, while the Λ show much smaller suppression at inter-
mediate pT < 6 GeV/c. The enhancement of baryon production compared to meson production at
intermediate pT, might be due to a large contribution of hadron formation by coalescence of quarks
from the hot and dense medium [3,4,5].

At higher pT, all hadrons show the same suppression, which suggests that the dominant energy
loss mechanism is at work at the partonic level. If hadronic energy loss would be important, one would
expect to see that different hadrons would have different cross sections for the relevant energy loss
mechanism and thus be affected differently.

(van Leeuwen for ALICE,1201.5205)
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[58]

TAB(C) =
〈

∫

d2!x⊥TA(!x⊥ −
!b
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)TB(!x⊥ +

!b

2
)

〉

b∈C

(2)

in terms of the Glauber nuclear thickness profile
TA(!x⊥) =

∫

dzρA(z, !x⊥) and Wood-Saxon nuclear den-
sity ρA normalized to A.
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FIG. 1. WHDG model [53] predictions (blue bands extrapo-
lated from the RHIC constrained green band) for the nuclear
modification factor of π0 in Pb+Pb 2.76 ATeV LHC are com-
pared to ALICE/LHC [1] charged hadron nuclear modification
data in central (red solid) and peripheral (open red) reactions.
The PHENIX/RHIC Au+Au→ π0 nuclear modification data
[34] are shown by black dots. The brown triangles and blue
stars represent the charged hadron PHENIX [32] and STAR
[33] data, respectively. The blue band of WHDG predictions
corresponds to the 1-σ medium constraint set by PHENIX [34]
extrapolated to LHC via the ALICE charged particle rapidity
density [2]. The wide yellow band is the current systematic
error band of the (red dot) LHC data due to the unmeasured
p+p reference denominator.

In the absence of both initial state and final state nu-
clear interactions RAB = 1. For pT below some charac-
teristic medium dependent transverse momentum “sat-
uration” scale, Qs(pT ,

√
s, A), the initial nuclear par-

tonic distributions functions (PDFs) [59–61] fa/A(x =
2pT /

√
s,Q2 ∼ p2T ) < Afa/N (x,Q2) are expected to be

shadowed, leading to RAA < 1 because the incident flux
of partons is less than A times the free nucleon parton
flux. Color Glass Condensate (CGC) models [11, 62–
68] have been developed to predict Qs(pT ,

√
s, A) related

initial state effects from first principles. While the mag-
nitude of Qs at LHC is uncertain and will require future
dedicated p+Pb control measurements to map out, cur-
rent expectations are that Qs < 5 GeV at LHC in the
central rapidity region. This should leave a wide jet to-

mographic kinematic window 10 < pT < 200 GeV in
which nuclear modification should be dominated by final
state parton energy loss and broadening effects. In this
paper, we therefore assume that initial state nuclear ef-
fects can be neglected in the 10 < pT < 20 (i.e. x > 0.01)
range explored by the first ALICE data [1]. We note that
from Fig. 1, and as discussed in detail below, our RHIC
constrained jet quenching due to final state interactions
alone already tends to over-predict the pion quenching
at LHC and therefore leaves no room for large addi-
tional shadowing/saturation effects in the [68–70] in this
Q2 > 100 GeV2 kinematic window—unless the sQGP is
much more transparent at LHC than expected from most
extrapolations of jet quenching phenomena from SPS and
RHIC to LHC energies.
The main challenge to pQCD multiple collision theory

of jet tomography and AdS/CFT jet holography is how to
construct a consistent approximate framework that can
account simultaneously for the beam energy dependence
from SPS to LHC energy and for the nuclear system size,
momentum, and centrality dependence from p+p to U +
U of four major classes of hard probe observables: (1) the
light quark and gluon leading jet quenching pattern as a
function of the resolution scale pT , (2) the heavy quark
flavor dependence of jet flavor tagged observables, and (3)
the azimuthal dependence of high pT particles relative to
the bulk reaction plane determined from low-pT elliptic
flow and higher azimuthal flow moments, vn(pT ), and (4)
corresponding di-jet observables.
The first LHC heavy ion data on high transverse mo-

mentum spectra provide an important milestone because
they test for the first time the density or opacity depen-
dence of light quark and gluon jet quenching theory in a
parton density range approximately twice as large as that
studied at RHIC. The surprise from LHC is the relatively
small difference observed between the RHIC [32–34] and
ALICE [1] LHC data on RAA(10 < pT < 20 GeV), as
shown in Fig. 1. In addition, there is little difference
from RHIC to LHC between the differential elliptic flow
probe, v2(pT < 2), as reported in [3]. The rather striking
similarities between bulk and hard observables at RHIC
and LHC pose significant consistency challenges for both
initial state production and dynamical modeling of the
sQGP phase of matter.
In this paper, we focus on the puzzle posed by the

similarity of inclusive light quark/gluon jet quenching at
RHIC and LHC by performing a constrained extrapola-
tion from RHIC using the WHDG model [53] to predict

Rπ0

AA at 2.76 ATeV cm energy. We update our earlier
2007 LHC predictions in [71, 72], by extrapolating the
2008 1− σ PHENIX/RHIC constraints [34] of the opac-
ity range at

√
s = 0.2 ATeV using the new 2.76 ATeV

ALICE/LHC [2, 4] charged hadron rapidity density data,
dNch/dη = 1601±60, in the 0−5% most central collisions
and 35± 2 in the 70− 80% peripheral collisions.
We note that in strong coupling AdS/CFT approaches

to hard jet probes, the pQCD high-pT jet tomogra-
phy theory is replaced by a gravity dual jet holographic

(Gyulassy and Horowitz,
1104.4958)

Prediction overshot 
the suppression a bit

Can be accounted
for by a modest change
in initial density --
matches hydro very well
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FIG. 3: (Color online) Distribution of di-jet asymmetry factor
AJ for p + p and Pb+Pb collisions at

√

sNN = 2.76 TeV at
the LHC. Left panel: 0-10% centrality; right panel: 10-20%
centrality.

di-jet events from PYTHIA [20] and obtain the distribu-
tion for the di-jet asymmetry factor AJ in p + p events.
The modification of each di-jet event in Pb+Pb collisions
is obtained as follows. For each di-jet event, we sample
its production points according to the distribution of the
binary nucleon-nucleon collisions in collisions of two Pb
nuclei. For asymmetric di-jets (AJ > 0.1), the trigger
bias is taken into account by letting the higher energy jet
propagate along the shorter path (implying a smaller en-
ergy loss), and the other jet to propagate along the other
direction. For nearly symmetric jet pairs (AJ < 0.1),
such a trigger bias does not apply.
As expected, the number of strongly asymmetric di-

jets is significantly increased by the medium evolution

which tends to let one jet lose more energy than the
other due to the different path lengths of the two jets in
the medium. The asymmetry of di-jets is more promi-
nent in the most central Pb+Pb collisions (left panel
of Fig. 3) than in mid-central events (right). The de-
pletion of energy inside the jet cone is a combination
of collisional energy loss experienced by all shower par-
tons, radiation outside the jet cone, and the scatter-
ing of radiated gluons into angle outside the jet cone.
From our fit to the data we obtain the average path-
length weighted transport coefficient in central collisions
〈q̂〉 = 〈q̂L〉/〈L〉 = 0.85 GeV2/fm, where the average is
over different production points and propagation direc-
tions. This corresponds to a value of q̂ = 2.1 GeV2/fm at
the highest temperature 400 MeV in Au+Au collisions at
RHIC, consistent with the systematic analysis performed
in Ref. [25].

In summary, we have studied the evolution of a jet
shower propagating in a quark-gluon plasma and calcu-
lated the loss of energy contained in a given cone an-
gle. The medium modification of the shower spectrum
and shape is described by a differential equation that
incorporates both, collisional energy loss and transverse
momentum broadening. Our approach provides a good
description of the di-jet asymmetry observed by the AT-
LAS Collaboration in Pb+Pb collisions at the LHC. The
values of the parton transport coefficients are similar to
those describing jet quenching at RHIC, extrapolated to
the higher matter density at the LHC. This suggests that
the quark-gluon plasma created at the LHC has similar
properties as that studied by the RHIC experiments.

This work was supported in part by Grants No. DE-
FG02-05ER41367 and No. de-sc0005396 from the U.S.
Department of Energy.
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Fix the density of charge carriers, fit the coupling at the 
soft scale: alphas~0.27

Essentially same value as RHIC

Monte-Carlo simulation of jets in heavy-ion collisions 3
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Figure 1: The differential yield dN/dAJ for proton-proton collisions and lead-lead collisions.

results, suggesting partonic energy loss as the dominant mechanism leading to dijet asymmetry. Our results

are compared with p+p events using pythia and fastjet, and the differential yields are normalized to one. In

Figure 2, we show the differential yields dN/dφ, where φ is the azimuthal opening angle for the dijets.

The presented results are for αs = 0.27. Fig. 2 shows no significant difference in the distribution of dijets

between proton-proton and lead-lead collisions. The experimental results show an increase in the yield at small φ
in lead-lead collisions over what was observed in proton-proton collisions. This enhancement, while significant,

affects a relatively small number of dijets in ATLAS’ sample, and can be explained by uncertainties in the

combinatorics. For example, if one of the jets is absorbed and an uncorrelated background fluctuation (or part

of a second dijet) is used as associated jet instead, this could lead to such enhancement of dN/dφ. Of course

it will be most noticeable at ∆φ ∼ π/2, where dN/dφ is smaller. To get a feeling for the relevant ingredients

needed to reproduce the experimentally observed dijet asymmetry, we present results of calculations with only

elastic and only radiative processes in Figs. 3 and 4, respectively.

The reason why there is a difference to the proton-proton result in both of those cases is the following. Partons

can get kicked out of the cone due to elastic collisions and hadrons can get kicked out due to the fragmentation

kT in the first case. There is also some additional asymmetry because the energy of the shower is not completely

conserved in the calculation - energy and momentum is lost to the bulk medium and we do not keep track of it,

assuming that it thermalizes in the strongly coupled medium. In the case of only radiative processes, there is

broadening due to the fragmentation kT , which can kick hadrons coming from soft radiated partons out of the

cone, but also the previously mentioned cutoff below which radiated gluons are not added to the shower causes

some asymmetry. A detailed study of the dependence on this cutoff is on the way.

Together, this leads to a description of the process in the full simulation. It is apparent from the figures

that both radiative and elastic processes are needed to describe the experimentally observed dijet asymmetry.

Radiative processes generate soft partons which can be kicked out of the cone more easily than hard partons by

elastic collisions. Furthermore, the fragmentation kT in pythia’s Lund model will also transport hadrons from

softer partons out of the cone more efficiently.

The soft physics of the shower partons is not described in detail within this pQCD based simulation such that

some assumptions, manifest in the low momentum cutoffs for certain processes, had to be made. Nevertheless,

the general physical process can be well reproduced with this perturbative description of the hard degrees of

(Young, Jeon& Gale)
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results agree with the data on a level of roughly 15%
over about 6 decades.
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FIG. 1. Neutral pion spectrum in pp collisions at
√
s =

200GeV simulated with Jewel+Pythia and compared to
Phenix data [24]. The Analysis of Monte Carlo events and
plots were made with Rivet [25].

Turning to medium-modifications of hadron spectra,
we fix the critical temperature Tc = 165MeV, consistent
with the expected temperature at which QCD matter
transfers from partonic to hadronic degrees of freedom.
To obtain a fair agreement with the measured nuclear
modification factor at Rhic, Jewel+Pythia requires
an initial temperature of Ti = 350MeV at initial proper
time τi = 0.8 fm, see Fig. 2. This is remarkably consistent
with the input parameters in fluid dynamic simulations
of heavy ion collisions. We note that at high p⊥, where
the Monte Carlo results are reliable, they reproduce both
the factor ∼ 5 suppression and the approximately flat p⊥-
dependence seen in the data. Varying the Debye mass by
±10% has a significant effect on the overall suppression,
indicated by the grey band, but hardly affects the shape.

The charged hadron multiplicities measured in heavy
ion collisions constrain the initial entropy density of the
system, siτi ∝ dN/dy, si ∝ �i/Ti ∝ T 3

i
and therefore

allow to relate the initial temperatures at Rhic and at
the Lhc,

TLHC

i
= TRHIC

i

�
τRHIC

i

τLHC

i

dN/dy|
LHC

dN/dy|
RHIC

�1/3

. (6)

The observation of a factor 2.2 increase in the event mul-
tiplicity from Rhic to Lhc is therefore consistent with
an initial temperature Ti = 530MeV at τi = 0.5 fm
at the Lhc. There is some freedom in initializing the
fluid dynamic evolution at the Lhc at a different initial
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FIG. 2. Nuclear modification factor for neutral pions in
Au+Au collisions at

√
s = 200AGeV in the 0-10% central-

ity class simulated with Jewel+Pythia and compared to
Phenix data [26] (only statistical errors shown). The grey
band indicates a variation of the Debye mass by ±10%.

time τi, but this is numerically unimportant. At early
times the parton shower is dominated by emissions at
rather high scales initiated by the initial hard scatter-
ing, and this high virtuality protects the partons from
medium-induced emissions and makes them insensitive
to the medium at early times. Thus, the medium at the
Lhc is specified in terms of parameters fixed in Fig. 2. As
seen from Fig. 3, the calculation of Jewel+Pythia then
leads without any additional adjustments to a very good
agreement with preliminary data of the nuclear modifi-
cation factor at the Lhc.
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To understand the characteristically different p⊥-
dependencies of RAA at Rhic and at the Lhc, we have

IPPP/11/41, DCPT/11/82, MCnet-11-26, CERN-PH-TH/2011-299
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We present a new formulation of jet quenching in perturbative QCD beyond the eikonal ap-

proximation. Multiple scattering in the medium is modelled through infra-red-continued (2 → 2)

scattering matrix elements in QCD and the parton shower describing further emissions. The inter-

play between these processes is arranged in terms of a formation time constraint such that coherent

emissions can be treated consistently. Emerging partons are hadronised by the Lund string model,

tuned to describe Lep data in conjunction with the parton shower. Based on this picture we obtain

a good description of the nuclear modification factor RAA at Rhic and Lhc.

High-momentum transfer processes, such as single in-
clusive hadron spectra, jet-like particle correlations and
reconstructed jets, have been advocated for a long time as
precision tools for studying the dense QCD matter pro-
duced in ultra-relativistic nucleus-nucleus collisions. The
rates and distributions of such processes can be bench-
marked in the absence of medium effects both experimen-
tally (e.g. through their measurements in proton-proton
collisions) and theoretically (due to their perturbative
calculability). In nucleus-nucleus collisions at Rhic and
at the Lhc, they show generic and strong medium modifi-
cations commonly referred to as jet quenching. This mo-
tivates using such hard processes as well-calibrated hard
probes of dense QCD matter. A central challenge for the-
oretical work is to relate, in a quantitatively controlled
and unambiguous way, the observed medium modifica-
tions to fundamental properties of the QCD matter that
induces them. In this context, applying a perturbative
description plays a central role.

The first measurements of jet quenching signatures at
the Lhc sparked an intense debate on the extent to which
a purely perturbative description of jet quenching is fea-
sible. On the one hand, it seems plausible that several
features of partonic in-medium propagation may resist a
perturbative formulation. This is the case, for instance,
for effects of colour flow between jet and medium that
modify the non-perturbative late-time dynamics of jet
hadronisation. On the other hand, several perturbatively
motivated jet quenching models resting on the eikonal
limit have been shown to reproduce central features of
the nuclear modification factors at Rhic and at the Lhc,
see e.g. [1–4]. They are inspired by analytical calculations
of radiative energy loss in the same eikonal limit [5–10],
which typically does not account for local momentum
conservation and other, non-trivial recoil effects [11].

The aim of this paper is to formulate a conceptually
new framework based on our understanding of perturba-
tive QCD in non-eikonal kinematics and to document its
first implementation in the medium-modified final state
parton shower Jewel. This purely perturbative formu-
lation of jet quenching treats the scattering of an en-
ergetic parton off a medium constituent as a standard

2 → 2 partonic scattering process described by QCD
matrix elements known from first principles. These ma-
trix elements are valid in the full perturbative regime;
forming the basis of the description of all hard scattering
events at colliders they are well understood. In addi-
tion, it is also well known how large logarithms associ-
ated to collinear singularities in real emission matrix ele-
ments are resummed by the parton shower, which in turn
serves as a systematically improvable approximation to
extra gluon emissions. In particular, attaching the par-
ton shower to the matrix elements also includes radiation
off the scattering centre. In the framework of jet quench-
ing, the parton shower thus introduces radiative energy
loss, while the matrix elements model the collisional one.
Clearly, modelling interactions in the medium by leading
order matrix elements supplemented with parton show-
ers generates naturally configurations with any number
of additional partons. This automatically resolves the
ambiguity between elastic and inelastic scattering, and
the distinction between vacuum and medium induced ra-
diation becomes obsolete. Treating all emissions funda-
mentally in the same way introduces in a natural way the
interplay of radiation from different sources.
In the following we discuss how this idea can be imple-

mented into a Monte Carlo event generator allowing for
a democratic treatment of all partonic fragments, and,
at the same time, accounting in a local and probabilistic
formulation not only for exact four momentum conser-
vation including all recoils, but also with known accu-
racy [12, 13] for the dominant quantum interference effect
in medium-induced gluon radiation, the so-called non-
Abelian Landau-Pomerantchuk-Migdal (Lpm) effect.

The parton shower evolution is governed by the Su-
dakov form factor, which can be interpreted as the prob-
ability for having no emission between two scales Q2 and
Q2
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2 2 Experimental method

Figure 1: Example of an unbalanced dijet in a PbPb collision event at
√sNN = 2.76 TeV. Plot-

ted is the summed transverse energy in the electromagnetic and hadron calorimeters vs. η
and φ, with the identified jets highlighted in red, and labeled with the corrected jet transverse

momentum.

The data provide information on the evolution of the dijet imbalance as a function of both

collision centrality (i.e., the degree of overlap of the two colliding nuclei) and the energy of

the leading jet. By correlating the dijets detected in the calorimeters with charged hadrons

reconstructed in the high-resolution tracker system, the modification of the jet fragmentation

pattern can be studied in detail, thus providing a deeper insight into the dynamics of the jet

quenching phenomenon.

The paper is organized as follows: the experimental setup, event triggering, selection and char-

acterization, and jet reconstruction are described in Section 2. Section 3 presents the results and

a discussion of systematic uncertainties, followed by a summary in Section 4.

2 Experimental method
The CMS detector is described in detail elsewhere [20]. The calorimeters provide hermetic

coverage over a large range of pseudorapidity, |η| < 5.2, where η = −ln [ tan(θ/2)] and θ is

the polar angle relative to the particle beam. In this study, jets are identified primarily using

the energy deposited in the lead-tungstate crystal electromagnetic calorimeter (ECAL) and the

brass/scintillator hadron calorimeter (HCAL) covering |η| < 3. In addition, a steel/quartz-

fiber Cherenkov calorimeter, called Hadron Forward (HF), covers the forward rapidities 3 <
|η| < 5.2 and is used to determine the centrality of the PbPb collision. Calorimeter cells are

grouped in projective towers of granularity in pseudorapidity and azimuthal angle given by

∆η × ∆ϕ = 0.087× 0.087 at central rapidities, having a coarser segmentation at forward rapidi-

ties. The central calorimeters are embedded in a solenoid with 3.8 T central magnetic field. The

event display shown in Fig. 1 illustrates the projective calorimeter tower granularity over the

full pseudorapidity range. The CMS tracking system, located inside the calorimeter, consists

of pixel and silicon-strip layers covering |η| < 2.5, and provides track reconstruction down to

pT ≈ 100 MeV/c, with a track momentum resolution of about 1% at pT = 100 GeV/c. A set

of scintillator tiles, the Beam Scintillator Counters (BSC), are mounted on the inner side of the
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was modified to include this effect. This refinement
was already in place in Ref. [2]. Second, for very high
occupancies, the common mode noise correction in the
octagon detector (|η| < 3.2) becomes slightly inaccurate.
A comparison of the data from the octagon detector with
those from the more highly segmented vertex detector
was used to determine a correction factor for this effect
as a function of η, centrality, and beam energy. This
correction was only required near mid-rapidity (|η| < 1.5)
for the central data and it was less than 4% everywhere
even in the 0–6% centrality bin of the 200 GeV data. For
the 6–15% bin of the 200 GeV data and the 0–6% bin
of the 130 GeV data, this correction was less than 1%
everywhere. For the more peripheral high energy bins
and for the 19.6 GeV data, no correction was required.

The centrality of the collision is characterized by the
average number of nucleon participants 〈Npart〉. For the
130 and 200 GeV data sets, this was estimated from
the data using two sets of 16 paddle counters covering
3 < |η| < 4.5 forward and backward of the interaction
point. The truncated mean of the signals in each set
of detectors is proportional to the total charged mul-
tiplicity in this region of pseudorapidity. In order to
extract 〈Npart〉 for a given fraction of the cross-section,
we rely on the fact that the multiplicity in the paddles
increases monotonically with centrality, but we do not
assume that the number of participants is proportional
to the multiplicity. The monotonic relationship between
the truncated paddle mean and Npart was verified us-
ing the neutral spectator energy measured in the for-
ward hadronic calorimeters. For peripheral events, the
dominant uncertainty in 〈Npart〉 is given by the trigger
efficiency uncertainty. Using several methods, based on
the HIJING model [6], we have estimated our minimum-
bias trigger efficiency for events with a vertex zvtx near
the nominal interaction point to be ε = 97 ± 3%. The
final systematic errors on 〈Npart〉, ranging from 3–6%,
are tabulated in Ref. [7] where this method was outlined
in more detail.

At the lowest RHIC energy,
√

s
NN

= 19.6 GeV, the
much lower beam rapidity (ybeam ∼ 3) precludes us-
ing the same method of analyzing the trigger counters
(3 < |η| < 4.5). Instead, we construct a different quan-
tity, “EOCT”, which is approximately proportional to
the multiplicity: the path-length corrected sum of the
energy deposited in the octagon (silicon) detector(|η| <
3.2). In the first step, both HIJING simulations and
simple Glauber model [8,9] Monte Carlo simulations are
used to estimate the fraction of the total cross-section (ε)
in the triggered sample, as well as to estimate the system-
atic error. For consistency with the higher energy results,
the low Npart tail is assumed to be distributed as in
HIJING, leading to ε = 52 ± 4%. Once ε is determined,
cuts are made in EOCT in a similar way as with the
paddle signal to extract 〈Npart〉 for a chosen fraction of
the total cross-section [7]. As with the paddle signal, we
only assume that EOCT is monotonic with 〈Npart〉, not
that it is proportional to it. The 〈Npart〉 values and the

estimated systematic uncertainty for various centrality
bins in the 19.6 GeV data are given in Table I.
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FIG. 1. The charged particle pseudorapidity distribution,
dNch/dη, measured for Au + Au at

√
s

NN
= 200, 130, and

19.6 GeV for the specified centrality bins. These bins range
from 0–6% central to 45–55% in the case of the higher energy
data and 0–6% to 35–45% for the 19.6 GeV data. The
statistical errors are negligible. The typical systematic errors
(90% C.L.) are shown as bands for selected centrality bins.

Figure 1 shows the charged particle pseudorapidity
distributions (dNch/dη) measured at
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and 19.6 GeV for different centrality bins for −5.4 <
η < 5.4. The statistical errors are comparable to the size
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